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Abstract:

Supervised recognition of emotions from physiological signals has been widely accomplished to measure
affective interactions. Less attention is, however, placed upon learning descriptive models to characterize
physiological responses. In this work we delve on why and how to learn discriminative, complete and usable
descriptive models based on physiological signals from emotion-evocative stimuli. By satisfying these three
properties, we guarantee that the target descriptors can be expressively adopted to understand the physiological
behavior underlying multiple emotions. In particular, we explain why classification and unsupervised learning
models do not address these properties, and point new directions on how to adapt existing learners to met them
based on theoretical and empirical evidence.
·
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Introduction

Monitoring the physiological responses to multiple emotion-evocative stimuli has been widely accomplished in order to understand and recognize
emotions. The use of physiological signals to measure, describe and affect human-robot interactions
is critical since they track subtle affective changes
that are hard to perceive, and are neither prone
to social masking nor have the heightened contextsensitivity of image, audio and survey-based analysis.
A large stream of literature has been dedicated either
to study how to learn classification models to recognize emotions from labeled signals (Jerritta et al.,
2011; Wagner et al., 2005) or to convey emotiondependent physiological aspects from scientific experiments (Cacioppo et al., 2007; Andreassi, 2007).
However, there is a clear research gap on how to
learn descriptive models from labeled signals. In fact,
learning descriptive models is increasingly relevant
to dynamically derive informative and usable abstractions from experiments, to monitor sensor-based data,
and to take the study of emotion-evocative stimuli up
to a wider range of affective states.
This paper makes two major contributions to the
field. First, we see why the existing models learned
from physiological responses are poorly descriptive.

Second, we go further on how to adapt them in order to guarantee that they are flexible, discriminative, complete and usable. We focus our contributions
along three major sets of descriptors: feature-based
learners, generative sequential learners, and patterncentric learners. For each set, we discuss and present
critical strategies for the learning of robust descriptive
models from emotion-centered physiological data.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 defines the major requirements that guarantee the utility
of the target descriptors, and covers major contributions and limitations from existing work. Section 3 relies on theoretical and empirical evidence to propose
three major types of descriptive models that are able
to address the surveyed limitations of existing models. An integrative view on the complementarity of
the proposals is also discussed. Finally, the major implications of our work are synthesized.

2

Background

Physiological responses are increasingly measured to derive accurate analysis from affective interactions. Although there are numerous principles
on how to recognize affective states from (streaming) signals, less attention is being paid to the task

of characterizing affective states. This task is referred as emotion description from physiological responses. Although we use throughout this work the
term emotion, our contributions are generalizable to
non-affective responses to stimuli, such as subject responses to non-empathic robot motion and speech.
Illustrative applications of emotion description include: measuring human interaction with artificial
agents, assisting clinical research (emotion-centered
understanding of addiction, affect dysregulation, alcoholism, anxiety, autism, attention deficit, depression, drug reaction, epilepsy, menopause, locked-in
syndrome, pain management, phobias and desensitization therapy, psychiatric counseling, schizophrenia,
sleep disorders, and sociopathy), studying the effect
of body posture and exercises in well-being, disclosing responses to marketing and suggestive interfaces,
reducing conflict in schools and prisons through the
early detection of hampering behavior, fostering education by relying on emotion-centered feedback to escalate behavior and increase motivation, development
of (pedagogic) games, and self-awareness enhancement.
Def.1 Consider a set of annotated signals
D=(x1 , ..., xm ), where each instance is a tuple
xi =(~y, a1 , ..., an , c) where ~y is a (multivariate) signal,
ai is an annotation related with the subject or experimental setting, and c is the labeled emotion, stimulus,
task or environmental condition. Given D, emotion
description task aims to learn a model M that characterizes the discriminative properties of ~y for each
emotion c in a complete and usable way.
This definition implies that the learning of descriptive models of emotions from labeled signals
should satisfy four major requirements:
• flexibility: descriptive models cope with the complex and variable physiological expression of
emotions within and among individuals;
• discriminative power: descriptive models capture
and enhance the different physiological responses
among emotions. Discriminatory ability can be
seen at the level of a single emotion or at the level
of a group of emotions from the target set (e.g.
isolation of emotions with positive valence);
• completeness: descriptive models contain all of
the discriminative properties and, when the reconstitution of the signal behavior is relevant, of flexible sequential abstractions;
• usability: descriptive models are compact and the
abstractions of physiological responses are easily
interpretable.

Multiple physiological modalities have been adopted
to monitor emotions, including electrodermal activity
to identify engagement and excitement states, respiratory volume and rate to recognize negative-valenced
emotions, and heat contractile activity to separate
positive-valenced emotions (Wu et al., 2011; Henriques et al., 2012; Cacioppo et al., 2007). Other
modalities with studied emotion-driven behavior include multiple forms of brain activity, cardiovascular
activity and muscular activity (Cacioppo et al., 2007).
Descriptive models can either capture one or multiple physiological modalities under Def.1 by composing multivariate signals from the (either univariate or
multivariate) physiological signals from each modality. When this is the case, we assume that proper dedicated pre-processing techniques are applied over each
modality, such as smoothing, low-pass filtering and
neutralization of cyclic behavior for respiratory and
cardiac signals (Lessard, 2006).
Emotion description can be applied for experiments with different types of stiumli (discrete vs. continuous, high-agreement vs. self-report) and multiplicity of users (user-dependent vs. user-independent
studies). Recovering Def.1, subjective stimuli commonly recurs to the optional a j annotations to infer
c, and the xi instances can either be obtained for one
or for multiple subjects. Additionally, not only discrete models of an high-agreement set emotions can
be target (Ekman and W., 1988), but also more flexible models, such as recent work focused on recognizing states that are a complex mix of emotions (”the
state of finding annoying usability problems”) (Picard, 2003). Additionally, ai annotations can be combined to capture dimensional valence-arousal axes
(Lang, 1995), Weiner’s attributions, and Ellsworth’s
dimensions and agency (Oatley et al., 2006).
Emotion description as it is defined has been seen
as an optional byproduct of emotion recognition from
physiological signals. In particular, when measuring affective interactions with humans, solid contributions on recognizing emotions have been provided for
interactions in social contexts (Wagner et al., 2005),
with robots (Kulic and Croft, 2007; Leite et al.,
2013), with computer interfaces (Picard et al., 2001),
and with multi-modal adaptive virtual scenarios (Rani
et al., 2006). Despite the large attention dedicated to
classification and unsupervised learning models, they
are not able to answer the previously introduced four
requirements as they were developed for a different
goal. Below we describe and enumerate the major
limitations associated with the two major groups of
classification models to perform emotion recognition
(feature-based and generative models) and with unsupervised models.

Limitations of Feature-based Learning Models.
Feature-based models are a function of features
extracted from the observed signals for each class
(Povinelli et al., 2004; Nanopoulos et al., 2001). They
can either be deterministic or probabilistic and are
the typical choice for emotion recognition. Some of
the most common learning functions include: random forests, k-nearest neighbors, Bayesian networks,
support vector machines, canonical correlation analysis, neural networks, linear discriminant analysis, and
Marquardt-back propagation (Maaoui et al., 2008;
Jerritta et al., 2011; Mitsa, 2009). These extracted
features are statistical (mean, deviation), temporal
(rise and recovery time), or more complex (multiscale sample entropy, sub-band spectra) (Haag et al.,
2004). Methods for their extraction include rectangular tonic-phasic and moving-sliding windows;
transformations (Fourier, wavelet, Hilbert, singularspectrum); component analysis; projection pursuit;
auto-associative networks; multidimensional scaling;
and self-organizing maps (Haag et al., 2004; Lessard,
2006; Jerritta et al., 2011). The features that might
not have significant correlation with the emotion under assessment are removed using sequential forward/backward/floating selection, branch-and-bound
search, principal component analysis, Fisher projection, Davies-Bouldin index, and analysis of variance
methods (Jerritta et al., 2011; Bos, 2006). This improves the simplicity and the discriminative power of
feature-based models.
Let us see why feature-based models as-is are not
prone for emotion description. First, features hardly
capture flexible behavior (e.g. motifs underlying complex rising and decaying responses) and are strongly
dependent on directive thresholds (e.g. peak amplitude to compute frequency-based features). Additionally, the multiplicity of physiological expression
per emotion is hardly modeled since the majority of
methods rely on prototype features for each emotion.
Second, although a wide range of complementary features can be extracted to provide a complete description of each emotion, they cannot be adopted to retrieve abstractions of sequential behavior of the signal. Third, discriminative power is highly dependent on the chosen methods and mainly consider at
emotion’s individual level. Discriminative power is
achieved through: i) feature selection, ii) weighting
of features, iii) entropy-based functions, among others. Note, however, that these strategies are only prepared to assess the ability to differentiate individual
emotions. If a particular feature is able to differentiate two sets of emotions but does not isolate a single
emotion, it is commonly discarded. Finally, usability
is highly dependent on the chosen classifiers.

Limitations of Generative Learning Models.
Generally, generative sequential models learn lattices from (multivariate) physiological signals. Although they are the common option for speech and
video recognition, only recently became more prominently adopted for emotion recognition (Henriques
et al., 2013; Kulic and Croft, 2007; Henriques et al.,
2012). Common sequential models include dynamic
Bayesian networks, such as hidden Markov models
(HMMs) (Murphy, 2002), time-sensitive neural networks (NNs), such as time-sensitive NNs(Guimarães,
2000) or time-delay NNs (Berthold and Hand, 1999),
(temporal) support vector machines (SVMs) (Burges,
1998), and logistic regressions. In particular, we use
HMMs as the illustrative model due to their maturity, expressive power, inherent simplicity and flexible
parameter-control (Rabiner and Juang, 2003). Lattices are commonly defined by the underlying automaton (characterized by transaction and value emission probabilities) according to a specific architecture.
Similarly to feature-based models, these models
have properties that deteriorate their ability to be used
as descriptive models. First, although the use of
large interconnected lattices can capture multiplicity
of physiological expression due to the large number
of paths, it becomes hard to abstract such multiplicity of expressions per emotion from the analysis of
the lattices. This hampers their flexibility as a descriptive model. Second, although the most probable
sequences characterizing the physiological can be retrieved from the lattices, specific behavior can be lost
during the learning process (e.g. frequency features),
deteriorating the completeness of the learned models.
Third, commonly one lattice is learned independently
for each emotion (classification is then performed by
evaluating the generative probability of a new signal on each one of the learned lattices), and, thus,
the models do not accentuate discriminative behavior. In fact, the differences among lattices can be very
subtle as they are typically observed for a small subset of transition and emission probabilities. Finally,
although generative models offer a compact view of
physiological responses per emotion, they tend to be
highly complex and, therefore, hardly usable. This is
particularly problematic if there is not a clear convergence for a specific subsets of transitions and emissions.
Limitations of Unsupervised Learning Models.
The properties of unsupervised learners, such as
(bi)clustering models (Madeira and Oliveira, 2004)
and collections of temporal patterns (Mörchen, 2006;
Han et al., 2007), deserve a closer attention in the
context of emotion description from physiological re-

sponses. Although we refer to these models as unsupervised, we assume that the target local regularities are learned in the context of a specific emotion.
For instance, biclusters can disclose strong correlations between a specific subset of features that are
only observed for a subset of signals. Similarly, temporal pattern, such as sequential patterns or motifs extracted directly from the physiological signal, can be
discovered and used to enrich the target descriptive
models.
These local models are flexible, as they can isolate multiple responses per emotion either within and
across individuals. However, they do not met the remaining desirable descriptor’s properties. First, similarly to generative models, unsupervised local models typically are not prepared to discover discriminative patterns or biclusters. Second, mining local regularities do not guarantee completeness since unsupervised methods are not exhaustive, i.e., they easily
fail to consider specific features or sequential aspects
of the signal of interest. Finally, although listing local regularities promotes simplicity, it is necessary to
guarantee that this set is compact and navigable. In
the absence of an organized structure for the presentation of these regularities, these models are hardly
usable.

3

Descriptive Models

In the previous section, we explored the limitations of relying on widely-adopted classification models and on unsupervised models to perform emotion
description from physiological data. Although these
models show multiple properties of interest that can
be seized within descriptive models, they fail to satisfy the introduced four requirements. In this section,
we propose a set of principles for each class of models in order to guarantee their compliance with these
requirements.

3.1

Feature-based Classification Models

To guarantee that feature-based models are flexible, it
is either necessary to choose a classification model
that is able to group distinctive physiological responses per emotion. This need is derived from
the observation that single emotion-evocative stimulus can elicit small-to-large groups of significantly
different physiological responses. Lazy learners and
random forests implicitly are able to deal with this
aspect. However, many of remaining classification
models are not prepared to deal with such flexible
paths of expression per class. In order to adapt them,

it is crucial to understand how to refine these models. This can be done by analyzing the variances
of features per emotion or by clustering responses
per emotion with a non-fixed number of clusters as
proposed in (Henriques and Paiva, 2014). For these
cases, new labels associated with the major physiological responses per emotion are considered during
the learning process, so the learned models properly
capture these ramifications of expression per emotion.
To guarantee the completeness of feature-based
models two strategies are suggested. First option is to
combine these models with the output of sequential
generative models as they provide different but complementary views (Henriques et al., 2013). However,
this option does not solve the fact that disclosing prototype values for the features from each emotion can
be misleading. Exemplifying, mean or median values
are inconclusive when variance is high. Nevertheless,
outputting simultaneously the feature and a deviation
metric can still be misleading as often the observed
values can hardly be approximated by Gaussian distributions (Lessard, 2006). Therefore, we propose a
second option, that is to rely on an approximated distribution for the most significant and discriminative
sets of features. At least, Gaussian and Poisson tests
should be considered for a more correct interpretation
of how a particular feature characterize a particular
emotion.
To guarantee the discriminative power of the selected features, not only feature selection should
be considered, but also feature weighting methods
should be adopted in order to rank the features according to their ability to separate emotions (Liu and
Motoda, 1998). However, the majority of these methods rely on metrics, such as entropy ratios, that are
only prepared to deal with differentiation at an individual level. Thus, we advise the adoption of feature
weighting methods that are additionally able to separate sets of emotions (e.g. isolate intense emotions
or separate positive from negative valence), such as
some methods for the analysis of the variance of statistical models (Surendiran and Vadivel, 2011).
Finally, substantial research has been dedicated
to guarantee the usability of feature-based models,
with particular incidence on its understandability, reproducibility and ability to retrieve embedded knowledge. Rule-based models, as decision trees, and
Bayesian networks are illustrative usable models asis. In order to foster the usability of more complex models, such as support vector machines in
high-dimensional spaces and neural networks, visualization techniques and rule-extraction methods have
been largely proposed (Mörchen, 2006).

3.2

Generative Classification Models

For generative models, the physiological responses
for a specific emotion are characterized by the learned
lattice. However, lattices are commonly complex,
and, therefore, providing them as-is as descriptors is
not a good option. Specific states can have a large
number of equi-probable emissions and there is an
heightened complexity associated with the identification of the most probable paths (Murphy, 2002).
Therefore, we propose two strategies in order to guarantee a more delineated convergence and the retrieval
of the most probable prototype patterns. The combined application of these strategies guarantee the
flexibility of the target generative models.
The first strategy relies on an adapted learning setting that guarantees acceptable levels of convergence
in combination with an algorithmic search that is able
to decode the most probable sequences from the lattices. In the context of HMMs, Viterbi is a learning
setting that guarantees acceptable levels of convergence for both the transition and emission probabilities (Murphy, 2002). Other more restrictive learning
settings can be adopted either recurring to minimum
entropy prior (Brand, 1999) or mixtures of Dirichlets
(Brown et al., 1993). The goal here is to guarantee
that a only a compact set of symbols can be emitted
per state. Retrieving the most probable sequential responses per emotion is simply a matter of defining
efficient methods to explore the most probable transitions and emissions (Henriques and Antunes, 2014).
For this goal, the specification of the minimum probability threshold for the path and for individual emissions and transitions are the adopted criteria to decode
the abstractions of the signal for a particular emotion.
This step is illustrated in Fig.1.

Figure 1: Decoding of most probable signal responses for
an emotion-centered fully-interconnected Markov model

The second strategy enhances flexibility through
the use of more expressive architectures for the lattices. The commonly adopted fully-interconnected
lattices are complex. Additionally, the more restrictive left-to-right architectures are only prepared
to abstract a major physiological response per emotion (Murphy, 2002), degrading the flexibility of the

model. In a left-to-right architecture, lattices have
a set of main states from which abstracted sequential responses can be derived. To tackle the problems
of these commonly adopted architectures, we propose the use of multi-path architectures (Henriques
and Antunes, 2014). A multi-path architecture is the
sound parallel composition of left-to-right architectures. The number of paths most exceed the expected
number of distinct physiological responses per emotion. When such knowledge is not available, the number of paths can be increased until a specific convergence criterion is satisfied. An illustrative multi-path
architecture is presented in Fig.2. Under this architecture, the retrieval of sequential prototype behavior
is just a matter of retrieving the most probable sequences from the set of main states from each one of
these paths.

Figure 2: Multi-path architecture: composition of left-toright architectures to model distinct responses per emotion

To promote completeness, the most probable
physiological responses can be synthesized according
to regular expressions. Additionally, two further options can be adopted. Hierarchical disclosure of less
probable behaviors can be done by discovering probable sequences in lattices under more relaxed thresholds. Second, these regular expressions can be integrated with the complementary feature-based classification models.
Since each lattice is learned independently for
each emotion, differences among lattices can be very
subtle, which deteriorates the ability to retrieve discriminative probable sequences. In order to guarantee
the discriminative power of generative models, two
strategies can be adopted. First, after learning the lattices, a method based on graph differences can be applied in order to accentuate the points of divergence
among a set of lattices by adapting their transition
and emission probabilities (Murphy, 2002). Second,
methods for the mining of discriminative frequent sequences can be adopted in order to retrieve sequential
behavior that is highly specific for one or few of the
overall lattices (emotions) (Han et al., 2007).
The usability of generative models can be easily achieved recurring to two major strategies. First,

by listing the most probable sequential behavior for
each emotion by decoding the lattices. Similarly to
feature-based models, weights or data structures can
be used to prioritize and organize the most probable sequential behaviors per emotion, promoting usability. Second, multi-path architectures can be visually displayed due to the highly constrained transition paths. In this setting, only the main states per
path need to be displayed, and only the most probable
emissions per states should be included.

3.3

Unsupervised Local Models

Feature-based and generative classification models
can be extended and combined for the delivery of adequate descriptive models. In this section, we see how
unsupervised models can be adopted to enhance the
properties of the target descriptive models. In particular, we focus our discussion on two major types of
local models: (bi)clustering models and temporal pattern mining models.
Biclusters can be either used over feature-based
datasets to find subsets of instances with strong correlation among a subset of features (Madeira and
Oliveira, 2004) or over signal-based datasets to find
subsets of instances correlated with local properties
of the signal (Madeira et al., 2010). In particular, extensions are available in literature to allow for scaling
and shifting biclusters for both options. Although one
bicluster can be seen as a simple feature, it is of interest to capture it within descriptive models not as a
simple boolean variable (meaning that they can either
be or not be discovered for a specific emotion) but
to further disclose its properties. And, therefore, it is
important to guarantee that this disclosure is compliant with the target requirements. Models of biclusters
are flexible and, by nature, not complete. To guarantee the discriminative power of these models, meaning that only discriminative biclusters are discovered,
several strategies have been proposed (Wang et al.,
2010). These same strategies can be used to compose
models where biclusters are ranked by discriminatory
relevance, which fosters their usability.
Multiple temporal patterns have been proposed,
such as sequential patterns, calendric rules, temporal association rules, motifs, episodes, containers and
partially-ordered tones (Mueen et al., 2009; Mörchen,
2006). Each one holds different properties that have
been largely considered to be of interest for the analysis of signal-based data (Geurts, 2001). For instance,
in (Leite et al., 2013), sequential patterns have been
retrieved to visually display the differences of multiple affective states. In fact, and similarly to biclusters,
temporal patterns can be captured as a boolean feature

by feature extraction methods. However, in order to
zoom in their characteristics for emotion description,
more detailed models can be targeted. In particular,
when discriminative temporal patterns are considered
(Exarchos et al., 2008; Tseng and Lee, 2009), these
models are commonly a rank of temporal patterns according to their confidence in relation to a particular
emotion (percentage of instances supporting this pattern for a particular emotion from the overall dataset)
(Li et al., 2001). Again, although completeness cannot be achieved (unless feature-based or generative
models are also present), the remaining properties
can be satisfied recurring to principles from methods
prone to find structured models of compact discriminative patterns (Tseng and Lee, 2009).

4

Conclusion

In this work we introduce the task of emotion description from physiological signals and motivate its
relevance for measuring affective interactions. Four
structural properties for the definition of useful descriptive models are synthesized. They are: flexibility, discriminative power, completeness and usability.
The limitations from considering emotion description
as a byproduct of emotion recognition are covered. In
particular, we explore why feature-based and generative classification models are not able to satisfy the
introduced properties.
In order to overcome the problems associated with
existing models, this work proposes multiple strategies to extend existing models in order to guarantee
the delivery of robust descriptive models. This set of
strategies, derived from theoretical and empirical evidence, is the central contribution of our work. In particular, we show how to improve the flexibility, discriminative power, completeness and usability of supervised models (either deterministic or generative)
and unsupervised models recurring to state-of-the-art
methods from the fields of data mining, signal processing and multivariate analysis.
Promoting the quality of descriptive physiological
models of emotions opens a new door for the psychophysiological study and real-time monitoring of affective interactions. Therefore, in a context where the
use of non-intrusive wearable sensors is rapidly increasing, this paper establish solid foundations for upcoming contributions on this novel and critical field of
research.
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